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Methodology for Smooth Connection of Doubly
Fed Induction Generators to the Grid

Gerardo Tapia, Giovanna Santamarı́a, Mikel Telleria, and Ana Susperregui, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A systematic methodology for smooth connection of
wind-turbine-driven doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) to
the grid is presented. Synchronization of the voltage induced in the
DFIG open stator to that of the grid, which needs to be accom-
plished prior to connection, is thoroughly examined. A particular
grid-voltage-oriented rotor control scheme is considered for this
purpose. Generic tuning equations for the rotor current integral–
proportional (I-P) controllers involved in this scheme are also de-
rived. Transition between the control configurations devoted to
synchronization and normal operation—active power generation
and reactive power interchange with the grid—at the instant of
connection is studied in detail. Mainly due to the reference frame
selected for synchronization, the greater part of this transition
takes place naturally. However, given that the rotor current dy-
namics vary significantly depending on whether the DFIG stator
is connected to the grid or not, the parameters of the I-P con-
trollers involved in both schemes will accordingly be different.
Consequently, a “bumpless” strategy is provided that preserves
the smoothness of the connection. A simple method for initial ro-
tor positioning, required when performing vector control based
on an incremental encoder, is also suggested. The resulting overall
methodology is validated on a 7-kW DFIG-based laboratory-scale
test bench.

Index Terms—Doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs), indus-
trial power system control, initial rotor positioning, smooth con-
nection, synchronization, vector control, wind power generation.

NOMENCLATURE

– Subscript.
�ıms Stator magnetizing current space pha-

sor.
ir , is Rotor and stator direct- or quadrature-

axis current components, expressed in a
particular reference frame.

�ır ,�ıs Rotor and stator current space pha-
sors, expressed in a particular reference
frame.

Lm , Lr , Ls Magnetizing, rotor, and stator induc-
tances.

L′
r Rotor transient inductance.

Ps , Qs Stator-side active and reactive powers.
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Rr , Rs Rotor and stator resistances.
vr , vs Rotor and stator direct- or quadrature-

axis voltage components, expressed in
a particular reference frame.

�vr , �vs Rotor and stator voltage space pha-
sors, expressed in a particular reference
frame.

ρs Angle between the stator-flux-oriented
and the stationary reference frames.

ρ′s Angle between the grid-voltage-
oriented and the stationary reference
frames.

σ Total leakage factor.
ωg Angular speed of the generic reference

frame.
ωms Angular speed of the stator flux space

phasor.
ωs Synchronous angular frequency of the

grid.
ωr Rotor electrical speed.
ωsl Angular slip frequency.
�ψr , �ψs Rotor and stator flux space phasors, ex-

pressed in a particular reference frame.

Subscripts
D, Q Direct- and quadrature-axis compo-

nents, expressed in the stationary ref-
erence frame.

g Space phasor expressed in a generic ref-
erence frame.

vgrid Space phasor expressed in a grid-
voltage-oriented reference frame.

x, y Direct- and quadrature-axis compo-
nents, expressed in the stator-flux-
oriented reference frame.

x′, y′ Direct- and quadrature-axis compo-
nents, expressed in a grid-voltage-
oriented reference frame.

α, β Direct- and quadrature-axis compo-
nents, expressed in the rotor natural ref-
erence frame.

ψs Space phasor expressed in the stator-
flux-oriented reference frame.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DOUBLY fed induction machine is widely used in
variable-speed wind generation systems. Due to a back-to-

back double-bridge converter configuration feeding its wound
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rotor, it is made possible to manage the slip power. In this way,
its stator is kept directly connected to the grid within a certain
operation range, covering from subsynchronous to supersyn-
chronous rotating speeds. Given that only the slip power has to
be handled by the bidirectional rotor converter, it is sufficient to
size it so that it typically supports between 25% and 30% of the
doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) rated power [1]–[4].

In addition, when commanded by appropriate vector con-
trol algorithms, this converter configuration allows governing
separately the generated active power and the reactive power
exchanged between the DFIG and the grid it is connected to. In
this context, the reference value of the active power to be gen-
erated is generally fixed aiming at optimizing energy extraction
at any wind speed. On the other hand, considering their ability
to operate even with capacitive power factors, DFIGs can be re-
garded as continuous sources of reactive power. Consequently,
wind farms made up of DFIGs can contribute to keep the voltage
of the grid within acceptable limits through the application of
secondary voltage regulation strategies [5].

Given that the double-bridge rotor converter is conceived to
manage a slip power up to 25% or 30% of the wind generator
rated power, a DFIG is kept connected to the grid as long as
its rotational speed remains within a certain range. Hence, a
DFIG is connected to the grid when the wind is strong enough
to extract energy from it profitably. On the other hand, if the
wind power exceeds the rated power of the wind generator in
a way that pitch regulation becomes inefficient to account for
excess power, it is unavoidable to disconnect the DFIG from
the grid. The outlined scenario leads to quite often connections
(and disconnections) of DFIGs to (from) the grid, even in sites
where wind conditions are not extremely variable.

Even though wind-turbine-driven DFIGs are, in fact, asyn-
chronous machines, the bidirectional rotor converter managing
the slip power makes them behave as if they were actually syn-
chronous generators. As a consequence, prior to connecting the
stator of a DFIG to the grid, it is necessary to synchronize the
voltage induced at its stator terminals to that of the grid.

Diverse control strategies for wind-turbine-driven DFIGs
have been proposed by different authors over the last decade,
some of which constitute real alternatives to classical vector con-
trol schemes based on encoder and proportional–integral (PI)
regulators [4]. Among others, various robust control techniques
have been explored, some of which correspond to output feed-
back [6], [7], different approaches to variable structure control
(VSC) [8]–[10], and discrete pole placement with the sensitivity
function shaping method, which is known also as RST control
[11]. At the same time, other control and estimation schemes,
which are commonly applied to electric drives like “sensor-
less” [12]–[16] and direct torque control (DTC) [17], [18], have
also been adopted in the particular case of DFIGs.

However, the majority of the control configurations put for-
ward in the literature address solely the operation mode in which
the stator of the DFIG is already connected to the grid, and there-
fore exchange power. Only a few contributions have outlined or
described in some detail possible strategies for smooth connec-
tion of DFIGs to the grid. So far, the synchronization problem
has been tackled from different viewpoints, hence giving rise

to alternative methods as open-loop stator voltage control [13],
closed-loop regulation of rotor current [6], [7], [19], and phase-
locked loop (PLL) [20]–[23] or even DTC [18] command of the
voltage induced at the open stator.

This paper proposes a systematic approach for smooth con-
nection of DFIGs to the grid. In particular, the control config-
uration devised for synchronizing the voltage induced in the
DFIG open stator to that of the grid is justified and analyzed
in depth. A method to tune the controllers present in this con-
figuration is also provided. Special attention is paid to practical
issues such as initial rotor positioning and “bumpless” transition
between control schemes at the instant of connection. Experi-
mental results, which are obtained by the implementation of
the suggested connection methodology on a 7-kW laboratory-
scale DFIG, are presented to support the appropriateness of the
proposed approach.

II. DFIG MODEL IN THE STATOR-FLUX-ORIENTED REFERENCE

FRAME

The voltage equations of a DFIG, expressed in phasor form
according to a generic reference frame rotating at ωg angular
speed, are given by [24], [25]

�vsg = Rs�ısg +
d�ψsg

dt
+ jωg

�ψsg (1)

�vrg = Rr�ırg +
d�ψrg

dt
+ j (ωg − ωr ) �ψrg (2)

where

�ψsg = Ls�ısg + Lm�ırg (3)

�ψrg = Lr�ırg + Lm�ısg . (4)

Aiming at facilitating both the design and implementation of
a decoupled active and reactive power control system for the
DFIG, the expressions before are particularized to the stator-
flux-oriented reference frame, thus yielding

�vsψs
= Rs�ısψs

+
d�ψsψs

dt
+ jωms

�ψsψs
(5)

�vrψs
= Rr�ırψs

+
d�ψrψs

dt
+ j (ωms − ωr ) �ψrψs

(6)

with

�ψsψs
= Ls�ısψs

+ Lm�ırψs
= Lm�ıms (7)

�ψrψs
= Lr�ırψs

+ Lm�ısψs
. (8)

Given that the stator-side active and reactive powers of the
DFIG are controlled by commanding the current fed into its
rotor, the stator current in (5), (6), and (8) is expressed, by
virtue of (7), as a function of the stator magnetizing and rotor
currents as

�ısψs
=

Lm (�ıms −�ırψs
)

Ls
. (9)
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Fig. 1. Control scheme for normal operation.

Accordingly, voltage equations (5) and (6) are rewritten as fol-
lows:

�vsψs
=

RsLm

Ls
(�ıms −�ırψs

) + Lm
d�ıms

dt
+ jωmsLm�ıms

(10)

�vrψs
= Rr�ırψs

+ L′
r

d�ırψs

dt
+

L2
m

Ls

d�ıms

dt
+ jωslL

′
r�ırψs

+ jωsl
L2

m

Ls
�ıms (11)

where L′
r = σLr , σ = 1 − L2

m / (LsLr ), and ωsl = ωms − ωr .
Considering that, by definition, the direct axis of the stator-

flux-oriented reference frame is collinear with both �ψs and�ıms ,
decomposing vector expressions (10) and (11) into their direct-
(x) and quadrature-axis (y) components produces

vsx =
RsLm

Ls
(|�ıms | − irx) + Lm

d |�ıms |
dt

(12)

vsy = −RsLm

Ls
iry + ωmsLm |�ıms | (13)

vrx = Rrirx + L′
r

dirx

dt
+ (Lr − L′

r )
d |�ıms |

dt
− ωslL

′
r iry (14)

vry = Rriry + L′
r

diry

dt
+ ωsl (Lr − L′

r ) |�ıms | + ωslL
′
r irx .

(15)

Equations (14) and (15), which reflect the dynamics of the DFIG
irx and iry current components, constitute the basis for the de-
sign and implementation of the stator-side decoupled active and

reactive power control structure sketched in Fig. 1, where SVM
indicates space-vector modulation [26], [27]. The realization of
this control configuration is detailed in [28], and a procedure
to tune its integral–proportional (I-P) controllers analytically is
provided in [29].

In order to grasp the synchronization method described in
the next section, it is, however, fundamental to draw attention
to a particular feature of the DFIG behavior when its stator
current equals zero. This situation corresponds to two possible
operational modes.

1) The stator of the DFIG is open, and disconnected from the
grid.

2) Although the stator of the DFIG is connected to the grid,
they do not exchange any power.

Consequently, assuming that�ısψs
= 0 in (7), it turns out that

�ψsψs
= Lm�ırψs

= Lm�ıms (16)

which evidences that, as expected, the stator magnetizing and
rotor currents coincide, and that the rotor current space phasor
is aligned with the stator flux space phasor. As a result,

irx = |�ıms | iry = 0. (17)

Moreover, substitution of (17) in both (12) and (13) leads to

vsx = Lm
dirx

dt
(18)

vsy = ωmsLm irx (19)

thus revealing that, once in steady state—i.e., dirx/dt = 0—vsx

vanishes to zero, and stator voltage space phasor �vs turns out to
be in quadrature with rotor current space phasor�ır .
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Fig. 2. Steady-state relative positions of �vs ,�ır , and �ψs for zero stator current.

Fig. 3. Grid-voltage-oriented reference frame.

In summary, when the stator current equals zero, the steady-
state relative positions of stator voltage, rotor current, and stator
flux space phasors are those displayed in Fig. 2.

III. SYNCHRONIZATION

It is obvious that, in order to ensure smooth connection of the
DFIG to the grid, the three-phase voltage induced in its stator
must coincide with the grid voltage in amplitude, frequency,
and phase. For this purpose, an appropriate three-phase current
must be fed into the DFIG rotor. In addition, at the instant of
connecting the DFIG stator to the grid, zero-power exchange
must be guaranteed.

A. DFIG Model for Synchronization

With the aim of synchronizing the voltage induced in the
DFIG stator with that of the grid, it is evidently required to keep
track of the grid voltage space phasor �vgrid all the time. There-
fore, it seems judicious to consider that a grid-voltage-oriented
reference frame should be specified to carry out the synchroniza-
tion process. In particular, the synchronously rotating reference
frame x′–y′ displayed in Fig. 3, whose quadrature y′ axis is
collinear with the grid voltage space phasor, is considered here.

Given that during synchronization the DFIG stator remains
open, and consequently, the stator current equals zero, particu-
larization of (1)–(4) to the aforementioned grid-voltage-oriented
reference frame leads to the following vector equations:

�vsvg r id =
d�ψsvg r id

dt
+ jωs

�ψsvg r id (20)

�vrvg r id = Rr�ırvg r id +
d�ψrvg r id

dt
+ j (ωs − ωr ) �ψrvg r id (21)

where

�ψsvg r id = Lm�ırvg r id (22)

�ψrvg r id = Lr�ırvg r id . (23)

Substitution of (22) and (23) into (20) and (21) produces the
voltage equations given as follows:

�vsvg r id = Lm

d�ırvg r id

dt
+ jωsLm�ırvg r id (24)

�vrvg r id = Rr�ırvg r id + Lr

d�ırvg r id

dt
+ j (ωs − ωr ) Lr�ırvg r id (25)

which decomposed into their direct- (x′) and quadrature-axis
(y′) components result in

vsx ′ = Lm
dirx ′

dt
− ωsLm iry ′ (26)

vsy ′ = Lm
diry ′

dt
+ ωsLm irx ′ (27)

vrx ′ = Rrirx ′ + Lr
dirx ′

dt
− (ωs − ωr ) Lr iry ′ (28)

vry ′ = Rriry ′ + Lr
diry ′

dt
+ (ωs − ωr ) Lr irx ′ . (29)

In space-phasor terms, synchronization demands that the �vs

space vector corresponding to the voltage induced at the termi-
nals of the open stator matches that of the grid voltage �vgrid ,
i.e., �vs = �vgrid . Since �vgrid is, by definition, aligned with the y′

axis, the latter requirement could be formulated as

vsx ′ = 0 vsy ′ = |�vgrid | . (30)

Examination of (26) and (27) reveals that, once in steady state,
the two conditions in (30) are satisfied provided that

irx ′ =
|�vgrid |
ωsLm

iry ′ = 0. (31)

As a consequence, the synchronization task might be viewed as
a problem of regulating rotor current irx ′ and iry ′ components
at their respective set points of irx ′ ref = |�vgrid | / (ωsLm ) and
iry ′ ref = 0.

It is essential to note that, after synchronization is achieved,
the stator-flux-oriented reference frame coincides exactly with
the grid-voltage-oriented reference frame, i.e., x = x′ and y =
y′. In effect, according to (31), the rotor current space phasor
is aligned with x′. But, as displayed in Fig. 2, in open stator,
the rotor current space phasor is collinear with that of the stator
flux—which is, by definition, aligned with x. Therefore, once
synchronization is reached, all x′, �ır , �ψs , and x turn out to be
collinear, and

irx ≡ irx ′ =
|�vgrid |
ωsLm

iry ≡ iry ′ = 0. (32)

Furthermore, it is well known that, when the DFIG stator is
connected to the grid, the active and reactive powers exchanged
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Fig. 4. Control scheme for initial rotor positioning and synchronization.

between them may be computed as [24], [25]

Ps = −3
2
|�vgrid | iry (33)

Qs =
3
2
|�vgrid | (|�ıms | − irx) (34)

where the modulus of the stator magnetizing current space
phasor is given by |�ıms | = |�vgrid | / (ωsLm ). Therefore, note
that the values provided for irx and iry in (32) lead to zero-
power exchange between the DFIG stator and the grid. This
implies that, when, after achieving synchronization, the DFIG
stator is connected to the grid at zero power—with set points
Ps ref = Qs ref = 0 in Fig. 1—the active and reactive power I-P
controllers will naturally produce set points irx ref = |�ıms | and
iry ref = 0, which coincide with the values already reached by
irx and iry during synchronization.

The latter consideration, added to that concerning the align-
ment of x′ and x, leads to the conclusion that a smooth tran-
sition between the control systems devoted to synchronization
and normal operation of the DFIG is guaranteed at the moment
of connecting its stator to the grid.

B. Control Scheme for Synchronization

Fig. 4 shows the control system proposed for synchronization.
As suggested in the previous section, it basically consists in a
rotor current regulator that seeks to satisfy (31). In fact, it is
very similar to the inner control loop displayed in Fig. 1. The

key difference arises due to the fact that the rotor current is now
regulated in a new reference frame x′–y′, and consequently, the
way of deriving ρ′s differs substantially from that in which ρs is
estimated.

It is also fundamental to note that the dynamics of the DFIG
rotor current are rather different depending on whether its stator
is connected to the grid or not. Examination of (14) and (15) in
comparison to (28) and (29) shows that, although the dynamics
are first order in both cases, the resulting time constants, as well
as the voltage coupling terms, are different. Accordingly, even
if the structure of the rotor current control system is kept, the
gains of its I-P’s and the decoupling voltage terms are modified
depending on whether the DFIG is in synchronization or normal
operation.

In particular, during synchronization, the following voltage
components are applied to the DFIG rotor:

vrx ′ = v̂rx ′ + vdrx ′ (35)

vry ′ = v̂ry ′ + vdry ′ (36)

where, as shown in Fig. 4, v̂rx ′ and v̂ry ′ are generated through
the two I-P’s in charge of regulating the rotor current, and de-
coupling voltages vdrx ′ and vdry ′ are computed as

vdrx ′ = − (ωs − ωr ) Lr iry ′ (37)

vdry ′ = (ωs − ωr ) Lr irx ′ . (38)
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Considering the two latter expressions, substitution of (35)
and (36) into (28) and (29), respectively, leads to

v̂rx ′ = Rrirx ′ + Lr
dirx ′

dt
(39)

v̂ry ′ = Rriry ′ + Lr
diry ′

dt
. (40)

Hence, the first-order transfer function given next is established
between the rotor current components and those of the voltage
generated by the I-P controllers

Irx ′ (s)
V̂rx ′ (s)

=
Iry ′ (s)
V̂ry ′ (s)

=
1/Rr

1 + (Lr/Rr )s
(41)

which proves that the dynamics are the same in both x′ and
y′ axes. Accordingly, two identical controllers are employed
to regulate irx ′ and iry ′ . More specifically, the following I-P
structure is adopted:

V̂rx ′ (s) = −KpIrx ′ (s) +
Kp

Ti

Irx ′ ref (s) − Irx ′ (s)
s

(42)

which is also valid for the y′ axis, provided that subscript x′ is
replaced by y′.

Thus, appropriate combination of (41) and (42) leads to the
following identical closed-loop transfer functions for current
components irx ′ and iry ′ :

Irx ′ (s)
Irx ′ ref (s)

=
Iry ′ (s)

Iry ′ ref (s)
=

Kp/(TiLr )
s2 + ((Kp + Rr )/Lr )s+Kp/(TiLr )

(43)
whose static gain is equal to 1. This feature guarantees the
absence of steady-state errors in irx ′ and iry ′ .

The I-P controller parameters are then tuned through pole
placement, so as to achieve the desired closed-loop transfer
function given by

Irx ′ (s)
Irx ′ ref (s)

=
Iry ′ (s)

Iry ′ ref (s)
=

ω2
nd

s2 + 2ξdωnds + ω2
nd

(44)

which exhibits ξd damping factor and ωnd natural frequency.
Consequently, equating the characteristic polynomial coeffi-
cients of transfer functions (43) and (44) individually, the fol-
lowing tuning equations arise:

Kp = 2ξdωndLr − Rr (45)

Ti =
Kp

Lrω2
nd

. (46)

In particular, a ξd = 1 damping factor is selected in this paper,
hence avoiding the presence of overshoots during transients.
Regarding ωnd , it is established through the definition of a target
tsd settling time for irx ′ and iry ′ control loops. In fact, according
to the 2% criterion [30], ωnd = 5.8/tsd results for critically
damped systems.

Tuning equations (45) and (46) are extremely similar to those
used to adjust the control loops of irx and iry for normal
operation—see [29]. The only difference is caused by the time
constant of the rotor circuit, which equals Tr = Lr/Rr when
the DFIG stator is disconnected from the grid—see (41)—and
turns into T ′

r = L′
r /Rr when it is connected—see (14) and (15).

Since L′
r < Lr , the open-loop dynamics of the rotor circuit

turn out to be faster when the DFIG is in normal operation,
with its stator connected to the grid. In accordance, a shorter
closed-loop settling time will, in general, be demandable to rotor
current during normal operation. In other words, it is reasonable
to admit that the value of the target tsd settling time chosen for
synchronization should be more conservative than that selected
for normal operation. This obviously results in different values
being assigned to parameters Kp and Ti depending on whether
the DFIG is in synchronization or in normal operation. It is,
therefore, essential to consider that, in order to avoid spoiling
smooth connection of the DFIG stator to the grid, a “bumpless”
transition between both controllers must also be provided.

Once the resulting I-P current controller in (42) is discretized
following the Tustin’s trapezoidal method [31], it is realized
based on difference equations expressed according to the direct
noncanonical form given as follows [32]:

v̂rx ′(k) = v̂rx ′(k − 1) + Kpi [irx ′ ref (k) + irx ′ ref (k − 1)]

− (Kp + Kpi) irx ′(k) + (Kp − Kpi) irx ′(k − 1)

(47)

where index k stands for kth sampling instant, Kpi =
KpTs/(2Ti), and Ts is the sample time. Equation (47) is also
applicable to the y′ axis after replacing subscript x′ with y′.

IV. INITIAL ROTOR POSITIONING

As reflected in Figs. 1 and 4, the global control system of
the DFIG requires the knowledge of rotor electrical position
θr for both synchronization and normal operation. Note that an
incremental encoder provides just a measure of the relative angle
rotated with respect to a certain initial angular position of the
rotor θri . As a result, the value of the electrical angle obtained
by means of an encoder will only equal θr if the rotor and the
stationary reference frames are initially aligned—θri = 0. But
this is not obviously the most common situation; it is rather a
coincidence.

Therefore, prior to launching the synchronization process,
it is required to identify the initial rotor position θri at some
instant. From this moment onward, the encoder will measure
the increment of the electrical angle ∆θr (t) with respect to θri ,
and θr (t) will be derived just by adding θri to ∆θr (t).

When the DFIG stator is disconnected from the grid, it is not
difficult to provide a reliable estimate of θr at a certain instant. It
is sufficient to feed the DFIG rotor with a three-phase balanced
voltage and to measure the resulting steady-state rotor current,
as well as the voltage induced at the terminals of the open stator.
In fact, according to Fig. 2, the initial rotor position from which
the encoder starts measuring the electrical angle increment may
be estimated as

θri = γ − 90o − α (48)

where γ = arctan (vsQ/vsD) and α = arctan (irβ /irα ).
This preliminary stage of initial rotor positioning is not neces-

sary if DFIG “sensorless” control schemes like those proposed
in [12]–[16] and [24] are adopted. In this case, given that the
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estimated θr converges spontaneously to its actual value, it is
just required to allow enough time for the rotor position observer
to converge before initiating the synchronization process.

V. TASK SEQUENCE FOR SMOOTH CONNECTION

From the considerations in the previous sections, it follows
that smooth connection of the DFIG stator to the grid can be
guaranteed provided that the sequence of tasks given next is
accomplished.

1) Typically, when the generator rotational speed exceeds
a certain threshold value, it is assumed that the wind is
strong enough to generate electric power profitably, and
the global control system produces an order of connecting
the DFIG stator to the grid.

2) The initial rotor positioning is then carried out, which
provides an estimate of the rotor electrical position at a
certain instant θri . From this very instant onward, the
incremental encoder measures the ∆θr (t) angle rotated
with respect to θri , and θr (t) is derived by summation of
both angles.
In “sensorless” schemes, the algorithm for estimating θr

is started, and sufficient time is allowed for the estimator
to converge.

3) Synchronization is performed by applying the rotor cur-
rent command strategy detailed in Section III. Recall that,
once synchronization is reached, the grid-voltage- and
stator-flux-oriented reference frames coincide. In addi-
tion, irx ≡ irx ′ = |�ıms | and iry ≡ iry ′ = 0.

4) The DFIG stator is connected to the grid at zero power by
setting Ps ref = Qs ref = 0 in the control configuration in
Fig. 1. At the instant of connection, the control scheme is
switched from that in Fig. 4 to that displayed in Fig. 1.
Yet, this transition takes places smoothly since, prior to
connection, the following hold.

a) irx ≡ irx ′ and iry ≡ iry ′ .
b) The steady-state values of iry and irx already match

the set points iry ref = 0 and irx ref = |�ıms | that will
later be fixed by the active and reactive power I-P
controllers when connecting the DFIG stator to the
grid at zero power.

However, decoupling voltages, as well as parameters Kp

and Ti of rotor current controllers, do, in general, vary
when switching from the control scheme depicted in Fig. 4
to that in Fig. 1. Despite the previously mentioned cau-
tions, this sole change may cause large “bumps” of rotor
voltage at the instant of connecting the DFIG stator to
the grid. This would obviously result in a highly deficient
connection.
This unwanted phenomenon can be removed just by car-
rying out a “bumpless” transition between both control
systems. For this purpose, assuming that switching from
one scheme to the other occurs at the kth sampling instant,
it is sufficient to ensure that

vrx (k) = vrx ′ (k − 1) vry (k) = vry ′ (k − 1) .
(49)

TABLE I
DFIG ELECTRIC PARAMETERS

From the requirements mentioned before, it follows that
the outputs of the rotor current I-P controllers at the kth
sampling instant should be forced to be

v̂rx (k) = vrx ′ (k − 1) − vdrx (k) (50)

v̂ry (k) = vry ′ (k − 1) − vdry (k) (51)

where decoupling voltages vdrx and vdry , which are easily
identifiable in (14) and (15), are computed as follows [29]:

vdrx = −ωslL
′
r iry (52)

vdry = ωsl (Lr − L′
r ) |�ıms | + ωslL

′
r irx (53)

as reflected in Fig. 1.
5) The DFIG is now ready to exchange active and reactive

powers with the grid through its stator.
Note that disconnecting the DFIG stator from the grid

does not involve any additional problem, since it is only re-
quired to guarantee zero-power exchange at the disconnection
instant.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental rig built to test the performance of the
proposed overall control strategy is first described in this section.
Subsequently, some of the most representative and meaningful
results related to its performance are presented and evaluated in
depth.

A. Description of the Experimental Setup

The core of the laboratory-scale test bench is a 7-kW DFIG
whose rotor shaft is coupled to that of a 15-kW armature-
controlled dc motor. The rotating speed of the dc motor, whose
purpose is to drive the DFIG, is governed at will by means of
a commercially available controller. A conventional lamp syn-
chronoscope is also provided, which visually informs about the
course of the synchronization stage. The main electric parame-
ters of the DFIG are those collected in Table I.

The algorithms for initial rotor positioning and synchroniza-
tion, which are covered in detail in Sections IV and III, as well
as that aiming at controlling active and reactive powers sep-
arately, as presented in [28] and [29], are all programmed in
DSP TMS320VC5402 by Texas Instruments Incorporated. The
greater part of the resulting program is written in C language,
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Fig. 5. Synchronization process at 1250 r/min.

although several specific functions have been developed in as-
sembler.

Tuning equations (45) and (46) are applied to adjust the I-P
controllers in charge of regulating irx ′ and iry ′ during syn-
chronization. For this purpose, considering that rotor open-loop
dynamics exhibit a Tr = 119.6057 ms time constant, a settling
time of tsd = 100 ms is accordingly demanded for closed-loop
operation. Given that ξd = 1 is selected, a natural frequency of
ωnd = 58 rad/s is required to satisfy the settling time specifica-
tion. As a result, the parameters of the I-P controllers take the
values Kp = 2.2530 V/A and Ti = 31.9974 ms.

Note that, once the DFIG stator is connected to the grid,
its rotor open-loop dynamics turn out to be much faster, as
they can be considered to be characterized by a T ′

r = 8.7713
ms transient time constant. Consequently, a shorter closed-loop
tsd = 25 ms settling time is requested for current components
irx and iry . Thus, according to [29], selection of ξd = 1 leads,
for normal operation, to the parameter set Kp = 0.5372 V/A
and Ti = 6.5025 ms.

Aiming to minimize unwanted rotor voltage “bumps” caused
by transition between both sets of I-P controller parameters,
the guidelines presented in point 4) of the previous section
are applied. Besides, all I-P controllers are provided with
antiwindup.

Both inputs to and outputs from the global control algorithm
are easily identifiable from Figs. 1 and 4. Assuming balanced
operation, it is sufficient to measure the stator and rotor currents,
as well as the grid voltage of just two phases. Voltage sensors
are also placed in two phases of the stator, whose measurements
are required to execute initial rotor positioning. A 2048-pulse
incremental encoder is used to derive both rotor mechanical po-
sition and speed. Processing of the encoder pulses is performed
through the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) FLEX EPF
10K30AQC208-3 by Altera.

Starting from the rotor voltage vrα and vrβ output sig-
nals computed by the control program, an SVM algorithm—
implemented in the same FPGA—generates the digital signals
driving the insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) of the con-
verter feeding the DFIG rotor. This SVM operates at a 2-kHz
switching frequency.

B. Experimentation

A sample of the performance of the proposed synchronization
algorithm at subsynchronous speeds is reflected in Fig. 5. During
this test, the DFIG was actually forced by the dc drive to rotate at
a 1250 r/min speed. For clarity, only phase “A” of both the grid
voltage—in black—and the voltage induced at the open stator—
in gray—are displayed. The time scale of the oscilloscope is set
to 20 ms/division, while its vertical scale is set to 100 V/division.

The synchronization process is exactly launched at the 20th
ms. It can be observed how the voltage induced at the phase “A”
of the stator tracks the corresponding grid voltage and synchro-
nizes to it as demanded, showing no overshoot and complying
with the 100-ms closed-loop settling time specified when tuning
the rotor irx ′ and iry ′ current I-P regulators.

Furthermore, an experiment demonstrating how the synchro-
nization process runs satisfactorily even at supersynchronous
speeds is illustrated in Fig. 6. In particular, the DFIG was driven
at a 1650 r/min speed throughout this test. Even though the same
vertical scale of 100 V/division is used, a 10 ms/division time
scale is set in this case, aiming at achieving a more detailed
portrait of the synchronization stage. Once again, the absence
of overshoot and verification of the 100-ms closed-loop settling
time specification can be corroborated.

Fig. 7 gives a good idea of the instantaneous stator current
resulting when, after achieving synchronization, the DFIG stator
is connected to the grid at zero power. In particular, the current in
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Fig. 6. Synchronization process at 1650 r/min.

Fig. 7. Connection of the DFIG stator to the grid.

phase “A” of the stator—in black—is displayed together with the
grid voltage of the same phase—in gray. Regarding current, the
vertical scale of the oscilloscope is set to 0.5 A/division, while
its time scale is again set to 10 ms/division. A current peak of
about −1.25 A arises at the instant of connection. It should be
noted that the latter figure only represents a 7.8% of the 16-A
rated peak value of the stator current. In addition, it can also be
observed how the stator current is regulated around zero after an
initial transient lasting for about 45 ms, which corresponds to
the settling time specified for the stator-side active and reactive
power control loops in normal operation.

If three-phase voltage pulses of different amplitudes and fre-
quencies are applied to the DFIG rotor in open loop, time
responses of the rotor current and the voltage induced at the
open stator like those in Fig. 8 can be observed. To avoid con-
fusion, only the magnitudes corresponding to phase “A” are
again provided. For current and voltage, 10 A/division and
100 V/division scales are, respectively, fixed, and the time
scale is set to 100 ms/division. The signal with the lowest
frequency—in black—is obviously the rotor current, which
exhibits the slip frequency. Rotor current and stator voltage
signals like those measured in such an experiment are more
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Fig. 8. Rotor current and induced stator voltage signals for initial rotor positioning.

than sufficient to carry out the proposed initial rotor positioning
algorithm.

When selecting the amplitude and frequency of the open-loop
three-phase voltage pulses to be applied to the rotor, it needs to
be considered that the resulting voltage induced at the stator
should be of reasonable amplitude and frequency. A steady-
state analysis of expressions (28), (29), and (31) reveals that a
rotor voltage of amplitude

|�vr | =
√

v2
rx ′ + v2

ry ′ =
|�vgrid |
ωsLm

√
R2

r + (ωslLr )
2 (54)

and frequency ωsl = ωs − ωr must be applied to the rotor so as
to induce a stator voltage of |�vgrid | amplitude and ωs frequency.
This is experimentally proved in the last 200 ms of the trial
displayed in Fig. 8. In accordance, a voltage of predefined |�vs |ref
amplitude and ωs ref frequency can be induced at the stator just
by feeding the rotor with a voltage of

|�vr | =
|�vs |ref

ωs refLm

√
R2

r + [(ωs ref − ωr ) Lr ]
2 (55)

amplitude and ωs ref − ωr frequency.
An alternative solution consists in applying a closed-loop-

controlled rotor voltage during initial rotor positioning. The
same control scheme devoted to synchronization—see Fig. 4—
can be used for this purpose. The only difference lies in the fact
that θri is obviously unknown prior to launching the initial rotor
positioning process. This is not a problem, since it can actually
be set to any value, for example, 0 rad. No matter the value
assigned to θri , the voltage induced at the stator will have the
same amplitude and frequency of the grid voltage. It is also true
that, depending on this value, a smaller or larger phase shift will
arise between the grid and stator voltages. However, note that the
latter is of no relevance at this stage, whose only objective is to

induce a stator voltage of reasonable amplitude and frequency,
which facilitates reliable estimation of initial rotor position.

The solution described before is adopted here, with θri set to
0 rad. Note that, if a stator voltage of |�vs |ref amplitude was to
be induced, it would be sufficient to replace the set point of irx ′

in Fig. 4 with set point irx ′ ref = |�vs |ref / (ωsLm ).
Of course, there is no way of knowing for sure if the value θri ,

which is estimated during initial rotor positioning, is acceptable
until the vector control algorithms for synchronization and nor-
mal operation are run. Note that, if the value derived for θri was
incorrect, a constant offset would arise between the actual rotor
electrical position θr and that resulting from adding θri to the
signal provided by the encoder ∆θr .

As far as synchronization is concerned, θr is involved in the
calculation of rotor current components irx ′ and iry ′ , as well
as in the demodulation of the three-phase voltage to be applied
to the rotor—see Fig. 4. Consequently, a constant offset in the
estimated rotor electrical position would lead to an induced
stator voltage whose magnitude and frequency coincide with
those of the grid voltage, but showing a phase shift with respect
to the latter. Given that satisfactory synchronization is achieved
in the tests reflected in Figs. 5 and 6, it follows that the value
estimated for θri at the end of the initial rotor positioning stage
must, therefore, be acceptable.

With the aim of further supporting the effectiveness of the
method proposed for initial rotor positioning, the results of an
experiment carried out under normal operation are reflected in
Fig. 9. The DFIG is required to generate 3 kW with no reactive
power exchange between its stator and the grid. The waveforms
corresponding to the “A” phase of the grid voltage—in gray—
and the stator current—in black—are displayed on the upper part
of the oscilloscope screen. Vertical scales of 200 V/division and
5 A/division are, respectively, set for voltage and current, and
a 20 ms/division time scale is adopted in this case. In addition,
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Fig. 9. Generation of a 3-kW active power with unity power factor.

the lower part of the screen is devoted to show the frequency
spectrum of the resulting stator current waveform. Horizontal
and vertical scales are set to 125 Hz and 20 dB, respectively.
The cursor “M1” points to the gain level regarded as 0 dB.

A phase shift of 180o between the grid voltage and the sta-
tor current waveforms is clearly observable, which corresponds
to a DFIG generating power with unity power factor. Again,
if rotor electrical position θr had been worked out based on
an erroneous estimation of θri , unexpected coupling between
stator-side active and reactive power control loops would have
arisen. In this particular test, the latter would have eventually
resulted in an unwanted exchange of reactive power between the
DFIG stator and the grid. Since this is obviously not the case,
it must once more be concluded that the method suggested for
initial rotor positioning leads to satisfactory performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

A systematic methodology for smooth connection of DFIGs
to the grid has been presented. Experimental results support the
appropriateness of the proposed overall method, which guar-
antees that, at the moment of connection, the current flowing
between the DFIG stator and the grid turns out to be negli-
gible. Although in variable-speed wind turbines the order of
connection is typically generated at subsynchronous speeds, the
suggested methodology is general, and could even be applied
if DFIGs were to be connected to the grid at supersynchronous
speeds.

A particular grid-voltage-oriented reference frame has been
chosen to synthesize the vector control algorithm in charge of
synchronizing the voltage induced at the DFIG open stator to
that of the grid. Taking into account the dynamics exhibited
by the DFIG rotor when its stator is disconnected from the
grid, generic tuning equations have been derived for the I-P

rotor current regulators present in the developed vector control
scheme.

In addition to being suitable for the synchronization pro-
cess itself, the specific reference frame considered at the syn-
chronization stage facilitates a natural transition between the
control configurations applied during synchronization and nor-
mal operation. In fact, once synchronization is achieved, the
grid-voltage- and stator-flux-oriented reference frames coincide.
Furthermore, the values of the rotor current components to be
requested for zero-power connection are also coincident with
the actual rotor current components resulting after achieving
synchronization.

When the DFIG stator is open, its rotor dynamics exhibit a
time constant of Tr = Lr/Rr , which turns into transient time
constant T ′

r = L′
r /Rr when connecting the stator to the grid.

In general, Tr turns out to be considerably larger than T ′
r . As a

consequence, when the DFIG stator remains open, the closed-
loop response demandable to rotor current is not as fast as that
achievable when it is connected to the grid. This leads to differ-
ent values being assigned to the parameters of the rotor current
I-P controllers, depending on whether the DFIG stator is con-
nected to the grid or not. Simple rules ensuring “bumpless”
transition between controllers at the instant of connection have
been proposed. Application of these rules prevents the smooth-
ness of the connection from becoming spoiled by the sudden
change of controller parameters.

Even though wind-turbine-driven DFIGs are, in fact, asyn-
chronous machines, they are compelled to operate as if they
were synchronous. This implies that accurate knowledge of the
initial rotor position is mandatory prior to launching any vector
control algorithm based on the incremental encoder. A straight-
forward method has been suggested, which allows deriving the
instantaneous rotor position when the DFIG stator is open, just
before initiating the synchronization process. For the sake of
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precision, this initial positioning task is carried out each time
the control system of the DFIG generates a new order of con-
nection. In contrast, initial rotor positioning is not required for
“sensorless” schemes, since, in that case, the estimated electri-
cal position of the rotor converges spontaneously to its actual
value.
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